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BEST-IN-CLASS1 HIGHWAY FUEL ECONOMY†

SEATING FOR 8 WITH SMART STORAGE
Making room for more is a no-brainer with available seating for 
eight, including an easily removable centre seat‡ in the second row. 
The all-new family room on wheels offers unprecedented functionality  
and versatility with the exclusive Stow ’n Go® fold-in-floor seating, 
storage and cargo system designed to be used without having to 
remove ‡ the seats .  Occupants  in  a l l  three rows wi l l  not ice the 
spacious legroom, shoulder room and headroom for a relaxing, 
comfortable ride.

QUIETEST INTERIOR IN ITS CLASS3 
The refined silhouette offers advanced aerodynamics, while upgrades  
to the new platform deliver an ultra-quiet cabin. Aero performance 
is further enhanced by active grille shutters that automatically close,  
redirecting airflow around rather than into the vehicle. The all-new 
architecture optimizes ride and handling with an independent rear 
suspension and isolated rear cradle configured for strength, stiffness  
and refined driving dynamics.

FAMILY ROOM ON THE GO
A lot has changed with families since the invention of the minivan 
over 30 years ago. This evolution accounts for all the ways parents 
today are pulled in countless directions, every minute of the day. 
That’s why the all-new Pacifica takes precedence as an extension  
of your home with welcoming amenities like available seating for 
eight and hands-free entrance. Think of it  as the resource for 
keeping your family on track, easing the stress of your hectic life.

SCULPTED NEW DESIGN
Gorgeous and sleek, the all-new Pacifica reinvents the family-utility 
vehicle. Its architecture was built from the ground up starting with 
strategically placed dual-phase, high-strength, lightweight steel, 
resulting in a strong safety cage that contributes to impact protection. 
The sculpted and athletic new shape reveals modern exterior features 
like LED lighting, chrome accents and available class-exclusive1  
20-inch aluminum wheels.

FIRST-EVER HYBRID† IN ITS CLASS1  
AS EFFICIENT AS 2.9 Le/100 km (97 MPGe

2) 

†Late availability. ‡Gas engine models only.

THE MOST TECHNOLOGICALLY  
ADVANCED MINIVAN IN ITS CLASS1*

Pacifica Limited shown in Velvet Red Pearl. Pacifica Limited Hybrid shown in Silver Teal.

*All disclaimers and disclosures can be found on the back cover.  
†Based on EnerGuide ratings. See page 23 for full details. 
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FIRST-EVER HYBRID* MINIVAN1  
UP TO 97 MPGe

2

HYBRID OFFERS OUTSTANDING  
TOTAL DRIVING RANGE
Look to the available hybrid technology for outstanding efficiency: 
as good as 2.9 Le/100 km (97 MPGe) in city driving,2 up to 48-km 
(30-mile) zero-emissions electric driving range,2 and over 850-km 
(530-mile) total driving range with a full fuel tank combined with 
full electric charge.2

ELECTRIC EFFICIENCY
The hybrid powertrain provides a highly efficient driving experience.  
At lower city speeds, drivers can operate on all-electric power. It’s about 
providing maximum eff ic iency and the capabi l i ty to cover up to  
48 km of  dai ly  dr iv ing tr ips  such as  errands and carpool ing,  on 
electric power, all within a single charge.2 When the driver demands  
more power such as when accelerating to highway speeds, the gasoline 
engine is automatically engaged.

SEAMLESS TRANSFER OF POWER
Pacifica Hybrid is fully electric when you want it, and hybrid (combined 
gas/electric) when you need it, switching seamlessly between the two.  
Its pivotal technology is the innovative Electrically Variable Transmission 
(EVT) featuring two electric motors — both capable of delivering power 
to the front wheels. Regenerative braking helps charge the battery every 
time you slow down, and the Efficiency Coach aids you to minimize 
energy consumption through efficient driving. The Hybrid Electric 
Pages allow the driver to customize power usage details on the 8.4-inch 
Uconnect® touchscreen and 7-inch in-cluster display.

SIMPLE CHARGE SYSTEM
Pacif ica Hybrid can be charged in as l i tt le as two hours with an 
available 240-volt charging system, or in 14 hours via a standard 
120-volt outlet. Easily view the charge level, even from a distance 
outside the vehicle,  with the f ive-point charge indicator on the 
instrument panel .

UNIQUE HYBRID STYLE
The Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid features a unique front grille pattern, 
available Silver Teal body colour and wheel design distinguishing it 
from the other Pacifica models. Additional exterior features include 
signature LED lighting, chrome accents, as well as teal badging accents.  
Bringing the outside in, Anodized Ice Cave interior accent finishes 
and Ice Blue stitching provide a soothing sense of cabin serenity. 
The Hybrid model’s second-row seats can be removed rather than 
stowed in the floor where the 16-kWh lithium-ion battery is housed.

QUICK AND EASY CHARGING TECHNOLOGYPacifica Limited Hybrid shown in Silver Teal.

Quick-glance five-point charge level indicator can be easily seen on the 
upper dashboard.

Pacifica Limited Hybrid interior shown with Nappa leather-faced 
seats and perforated inserts in Alloy with Ice Blue accent stitching 
and Black accent piping.

Hybrid Electric Pages.*Late availability.
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AWARD-WINNING 3.6L PENTASTARTM V6  
BEST-IN-CLASS1 POWER AND TORQUE
When you choose the gasoline-powered Pacifica, you get a commanding 
yet economical 3.6L Pentastar Variable Valve Timing (VVT) V6 
engine that del ivers an impressive best-in-class1 287 horsepower 
and 262 lb-ft of torque. Efficiency is further enhanced with the new 
Engine Stop/Start (ESS)* technology that automatically shuts off 
the engine as the vehicle brakes to a stop, then seamlessly restarts it 
when the brake pedal is released. 

CLASS-EXCLUSIVE1 9-SPEED AUTOMATIC
The Pacifica is the only vehicle in its class1 equipped with a standard  
nine-speed automatic transmiss ion — a pr imary contr ibutor to 
best-in-class1 highway fuel economy as good as 8.4 L/100 km 
(34 mpg).† Its unique calibration allows for outstanding vehicle 
launch characteristics with quick, smooth transfers between gears. 
The transmission also enables lower engine RPM while cruising at  
highway speeds and, in turn, optimal fuel-efficiency.

BEST-IN-CLASS1 TOWING CAPACITY
Whether it’s loading up the interior with home improvement supplies  
or garage sale furniture, or pulling the family camper or boat, 
you’ll easily get it done with a towing capacity of up to 1,633 kg 
(3,600 lb).† When you’re pulling that much weight, it’s nice to know 
the available Trailer Sway Control (TSC)4 will help keep you safely 
on course.

*Late availability. †Based on EnerGuide ratings. See page 23 for full details.

†When properly equipped with Trailer Tow Group.

BEST-IN-CLASS1 
POWER / FUEL ECONOMY / TOWING

Pacifica Limited shown in Velvet Red Pearl.
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INDUSTRY-EXCLUSIVE

AVAILABLE SEATING FOR 8 

VERSATILE EIGHTH SEAT
The all-new family room on wheels offers up to 243 different seating  
configurations with available seating for eight that includes a lightweight,  
removable second-row centre seat.* With the second- and third-row 
seats stowed in the floor,* an expansive flat cargo space can fit 
several 4- x 8-ft sheets of plywood. When the removable eighth 
seat is not being used, it offers an additional armrest, cup holder 
and storage bin for the second-row passengers by folding  
the seatback forward.

NEW STOW ’N GO® ASSIST
Pacifica introduces the next-generation Stow ’n Go fold-in-f loor 
seating and storage system. Designed to be used without having to 
remove* the seats, the new Stow ’n Go Assist feature makes stowing 
gear or the seats in second-row in-f loor bins as simple as pressing a 
button that automatically slides power-equipped front seats forward 
to allow for bin access. Press the button again, and the front seat 
returns to its original position, including recline.

A SINGLE MOTION TO STOW SEATS
The enhanced Stow ’n Go system provides intuitive, easier operation,  
with a smooth, single motion fold-and-stow process for the fold-in-floor  
second- and third-row seats.  When the seats are in their  upright 
posit ions,  in-f loor bins store a mult itude of items, from laptops, 
purses and toys to backpacks and sporting equipment.

POWER-FOLDING THIRD ROW

The available one-touch power-folding third-row 60/40 
split-bench seat folds directly into the floor. This feature 
also includes obstacle detection to automatically pause if 
something is detected in its path of motion,5 as well as an 
automatic headrest folding function that can be accessed 
through the front-row Uconnect® touchscreen.

EASY TILT THIRD-ROW ACCESS

Passengers can easily climb into the third row using the new 
Easy Tilt seat feature. The second-row seats shift forward, 
with or without a child seat installed, at the pull of a lever. 
Alternatively, third-row passengers can simply pull  the 
Stow ’n Go strap before entering the third row (if a child’s 
seat is not installed).

SUPER CONSOLE CENTRE STORAGE
The al l-new Pacif ica offers centre consoles that provide clever 
functionality, storage and organization for all of your gear. All versions  
of the available centre consoles offer four cup holders, including two 
for the front row and two for the second row. An additional open 
forward bin, inset into the floor, is deep and wide enough to hold a 
grocery bag or purse. Also included are connections for 12-volt and 
USB charging, lined storage surfaces, and a stylish tambour door on 
models equipped with the Super Console.

CARGO VERSATILITY
Versati l ity is virtually endless with the industry’s most innovative 
passenger and cargo vehicle. The Stow ’n Go® system folds and stows 
second- and third-row seats, allowing you to go from seating up to 
eight to seating two passengers, with any combination in between. 
With all rear seats stowed, 3,979 L (140.5 cu ft) of space means 
loading up is as easy as loading in.

UP TO 243 SEATING CONFIGURATIONS

*Second-row Stow ’n Go and 8-passenger seating not available on Pacifica Hybrid.

Tailgate offers easy access to rear cargo area. Properly secure all cargo. Spacious f lat cargo area with second- and third-row seats stowed.

Properly secure all cargo.

Properly secure all cargo.
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COMFORT FOR UP TO 8 PASSENGERS

Pacifica Limited interior shown with Nappa leather-faced seats 
and perforated inserts in Alloy with Cranberry Wine accent 
piping and stitching.

NAMED ONE OF WARDS 10 BEST INTERIORS
This award-winning interior mixes sculpted design, crafted details 
and high-tech elements to impress families, drivers and reviewers 
alike. Premium leather-faced seating features best-in-class1 first- 
row legroom while its ergonomic design bolsters body contours. 
The 12-way power adjustable driver seat, including four-way power 
lumbar support, customizes your position. Within reach are the 
available largest-in-class1 8.4-inch touchscreen with a seamless, 
flush-mounted screen surface and the standard Rotary E-shift dial. 
And as a fitting touch, Keyless Enter ’n GoTM with proximity entry 
and push-button start gives you easy access to the luxury that awaits.

ALWAYS THE PERFECT CLIMATE
When temperatures outside spike or dip, you’l l  never lose your  
cool with premium comfort features offered like heated front and 
second-row seats, as well as ventilated front seats. The available 
heated steering wheel delivers a single layer of warmth and can be 
operated using climate controls on the Uconnect® touchscreen, 
while the standard tri-zone automatic temperature control includes  
a rear-seat control panel. With remote start, the heated steering 
wheel,  as wel l  as the heated and venti lated front seats,  can be 
programmed to come on automatically.

TRI-PANE PANORAMIC SUNROOF
Passengers wil l  appreciate awe-inspiring views while enjoying 
cloud formations or counting stars through the overhead glass.  
The spacious interior is visually expanded with the light-infused 
segment-first1 available Tri-Pane Panoramic Sunroof with third-row 
fixed glass and power dual-pane, first- and second-row sunroof. 
The sunroof features deep-tinted glass and a power sunshade for 
the front portion, as well as a manual sunshade for the fixed rear glass.
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SEGMENT-EXCLUSIVE1 HANDS-FREE  
POWER SLIDING DOORS AND LIFTGATE
A single kick motion under the sliding doors or liftgate opens the vehicle while the key fob is 
with you. Whether you’re carrying shopping bags or a sleeping baby, getting settled has never 
been smoother. These are just some of the “Minivan Firsts” that make Pacifica revolutionary.

KEYLESS ENTER ’N GOTM 
With this standard passive entry system, you’re able to open doors 
as well as  start  the vehic le  with a  keyless ,  push-button ignit ion 
via a personalized fob. With the fob in a pocket or purse when you 
approach the locked vehicle, simply pull  the door handle or rear 
liftgate latch to gain access. The power sliding doors and rear liftgate 
can a lso be opened with the touch of  a  button. 

HAND OVER THE KEYS MORE EASILY  
WITH KEYSENSE
Ideal  for  fami l ies  with younger dr ivers ,  the avai lable KeySense 
programmable key fob can help promote safer driving habits and 
limit distractions. Using a four-digit PIN programmed through the 
Uconnect® touchscreen, the dedicated KeySense fob can place limits 
on vehicle speed and audio volume, and allow blocking of select 
SiriusXM6 channels. KeySense will also mute the audio when front 
seat belts are not buckled and can prevent disabling of available active 
safety systems. 

STOW ’N VAC INTEGRATED VACUUM
When things get messy,  the convenience of an avai lable bui l t-
in vacuum by RIDGID® makes cleanup fast and simple. Accessed 
from the second row, Stow ’n Vac easily reaches all corners of the 
Pacifica. It’s the highest power-rated in-vehicle vacuum in its class1 
and includes a crevice tool, fabric brush and dishwasher-safe debris  
drawer located in the rear cargo area.

REVOLUTIONIZING  
THE DAILY ROUTINE
REVOLUTIONIZING  

THE DAILY ROUTINE

Pacifica Limited shown in Velvet Red Pearl.
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QUIET AND SERENE
Contributing to the quietness of the cabin, the standard built-in 
Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) technology subdues unwanted 
noise. It also allows for an enhanced listening experience with the 
standard six-speaker system, available Alpine® 13-speaker system  
or class-exclusive1 Harman Kardon® 20-speaker premium surround- 
sound system, turning the all-new Pacifica into a mobile soundstage.

MULTIMEDIA HUB
The available Blu-ray®/DVD player with integrated video USB port 
in the first-row centre stack can be used to play movies on the two 
Uconnect® Theatre 10-inch touchscreens. From the first-row 8.4-inch  
touchscreen, parents can mute, turn off and lock out content displayed  
on each screen. Available USB charging ports in all three rows keep 
everyone charged and connected. 

SIRIUSXM SATELLITE RADIO6

SiriusXM satellite radio6 with one-year subscription is standard and 
includes a variety of music, news, sports and specialty channels to 
satisfy any l istener. It also allows you to receive alerts when your 
favourite song, artist or sports team is playing on another channel. 
SiriusXM6 includes an Instant Replay feature to pause and rewind, 
then replay programs, songs and sports broadcasts.

SIRIUSXM6 TUNE START
Starts songs from the beginning when passengers and drivers switch 
between their favourite preset SiriusXM6 channels. SiriusXM6 Tune 
Start ensures no one misses a beat of the songs they want to hear.

INDUSTRY-LEADING REAR-SEAT ENTERTAINMENT
Uconnect® is transforming the passenger experience with the available all-new, 
class-exclusive1 Uconnect Theatre rear-seat entertainment system. Your passengers 
can watch movies, play built-in games and connect personal devices to stream 
content throughout the vehicle. The available Uconnect Theatre allows second-row 
occupants to bring their digital lifestyle along for the ride and connect simply with 
available wireless,* USB and HDMI device connectivity. 

TWO 10-INCH TOUCHSCREENS 
Uconnect Theatre integrates apps and games on dual, front seatback-mounted, 
10-inch high-definition touchscreens with the ability to display separate media 
or games simultaneously. Keep curious minds in the backseat engaged while 
they follow your travels with the “Are We There Yet?” app on navigation-equipped 
models, which displays the distance remaining to a programmed destination and  
estimated arrival time. Seven included games like checkers, tic-tac-toe and 
backseat bingo ensure the crew is entertained along the way. 

*Late availability.

THE MOST ADVANCED ENTERTAINMENT
SYSTEM IN ITS CLASS1
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8.4-INCH  
TOUCHSCREEN  

LARGEST IN ITS CLASS1

NEXT-GENERATION UCONNECT® SYSTEMS
The all-new Pacifica is designed to help drivers remain focused  
on the road with their hands on the wheel, while communicating, 
navigating and staying entertained with the standard 5-inch or  
ava i lab le  8 .4- inch Uconnect  touchscreen.  Persona l ize  your 
information and connectivity with available features like the Drag  
and Drop Menu Bar to display your top Uconnect features and 
services on the main screen. Use Siri® Eyes Free7 to make voice 
commands7 with iPhone® 4s and later, and Do Not Disturb  to 
suppress incoming calls and texts or send automatic replies. The 
touchscreen displays climate, radio and multimedia controls, while  
an available memory system saves preferred drivers’ seat, exterior 
mirrors and radio station presets. 

VOICE COMMAND7 WITH  
BLUETOOTH® DEVICE CONNECTIVITY
Access your songs library on compatible devices through standard 
Bluetooth streaming audio, USB and auxiliary audio input ports in the 
centre console. Pairing a Bluetooth-enabled phone with the Uconnect 
system is as simple as pressing the phone button on the steering wheel 
or radio screen and following prompts to connect your device.

3D NAVIGATION8 IMAGERY
The available Uconnect 8.4 NAV system comes with integrated 
navigation,8 including features such as 3D landmarks, city models 
and digital terrain maps, as well as enhanced screen graphics and 
one-step voice destination entry.

VOICE TEXT REPLY9

With your compatible phone paired to the Uconnect system’s 
hands-free8 Bluetooth technology, the Voice Text Reply9 feature 
will announce incoming text messages and read them to you when 
you press the phone button and say “ l isten to message.” It  also 
allows you to reply with any of the 18 preset responses such as “yes” 
and “I’m on my way.” It’s the type of technological convenience that 
makes staying in touch along the way easier and safer than ever.

TAKE CHARGE FROM ANY SEAT
The Pacif ica keeps passengers in al l  three rows charged and 
connected with a standard first-row USB charging port and two  
12-volt auxiliary power outlets. Available second- and third-row  
USB charging ports and a 115-volt auxiliary power outlet ensure  
the whole family’s devices are powered for the road ahead.

7-INCH FULL-COLOUR CUSTOMIZABLE  
IN-CLUSTER DISPLAY
The available premium display delivers configurable and crisp 
graphics that are seamlessly integrated between the cluster gauges. 
The display a l lows for  a  wide range of  dr iver-ass ist  sett ings, 
such as digital speedometer, fuel economy, alerts for available 
safety features such as Forward Collision Warning with Active 
Braking10 or Parallel and Perpendicular Park Assist,10 and available 
turn-by-turn navigation.8Cluster gauges glow with elegant “Chrysler Blue.” USB charging port connectivity.Available 7-inch in-cluster display screens.

Available Uconnect® 8.4 NAV multimedia centre features a seamless, 
f lush-mounted screen surface resembling a tablet or smartphone.
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Available 360˚ Surround-View Camera10 display in the 8.4-inch 
Uconnect® touchscreen.

100+  
STANDARD AND AVAILABLE  

SAFETY AND SECURITY FEATURES

CLEAR 360˚ DISPLAY 
AROUND THE VEHICLE
During low-speed driving situations 
like parking or backing out of your  
driveway, the available 360˚ Surround- 
View Camera10 delivers a new level  
of technology, providing a bird’s-eye  
perspect ive  of  the  veh ic le  and  
its surroundings in  the avai lable  

8.4-inch touchscreen. Along with keeping an eye on blind spots10 
and the road ahead, Pacifica offers features that can automatically 
slow and stop the vehicle if it ’s too close to another,10 or help steer 
it back into your lane if  you’ve unintentionally drifted.10 

The Electric Park Brake, activated by a button located near the 
Rotary E-shift dial, features Safe Hold to automatically apply the 
brakes if Pacifica is not in Park when the driver exits the vehicle.

PARALLEL AND  
PERPENDICULAR PARK ASSIST10

Through a network of sensing elements on the front and rear fascias,  
the all-new Pacifica can help you in your daily manoeuvres and guide  
you into parking spaces with the available Park-Sense® Rear Park Assist  
with Active Braking10 and Parallel and Perpendicular Park Assist.10 
The sensors send out ultrasonic waves when driving at low speeds 
and provide visual and audible alerts of a detected obstacle’s distance.  
Park-Sense Rear Park Assist with Active Braking10 can automatically 
apply the brakes to prevent a possible rear collision in low-speed 
parking situations. 

Parallel parking assistance is available on either side of the vehicle 
and can start searching for a suitable parking spot as soon as the 
driver activates the system using a dedicated button on the centre 
stack. Perpendicular parking assistance allows the vehicle to back 
itself  into a suitable space. The system automatical ly controls 
steering-wheel angle, while the driver controls gear selection, brake 
and accelerator.

SAFETYTECTM FEATURE PACKAGES
Two package options bundle advanced safety features to enhance 
driver and passenger safety and security. SafetyTec Group10 includes:  
Park-Sense® Rear Park Assist with Active Braking and Blind-Spot 
Monitoring with Rear Cross-Path Detection. The Advanced SafetyTec10  
Group’s  active safety systems include Forward Collision Warning 
with Active Braking, Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop and Go, 
Lane Departure Warning with Lane Keep Assist, and more.  
See page 23 for package details.

PARKVIEW® REAR BACK-UP CAMERA10

When driving in Reverse, the standard ParkView system’s back-up 
camera 10 image is  shown in the 5- inch or  8.4-inch Uconnect® 
touchscreen. It includes selectable static or dynamic grid l ines, 
adjusting as the steering wheel is turned. The wide-angle view of  
what is  immediately behind your vehicle al lows you to better  
access a clear path for backing out of parking spots.

ALL-NEW PACIFICA INCLUDES 8 AIR BAGS11

Eight standard air bags11 include front multistage air bags with 
adaptive venting technology, side-curtain air bags, driver and front 
passenger inflatable knee bolster air bags, and front-seat-mounted 
side-impact air bags. Based on occupant size and the severity of 
impact, the front air bags open at varying levels of inflation. Side air 
bag inflatable curtains extend over both front and rear seating rows. 

ADVANCED LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY
Better visibility equals safer driving. Pacifica’s standard automatic 
quad-halogen projector headlamps and premium fog lamps provide 
more controlled illumination for increased visibility. Available High 
Intensity Discharge (HID) headlamps, LED Daytime Running Lamps  
and LED fog lamps provide enhanced illumination and unmistakable 
road presence, while standard LED taillamps produce a distinctive 
and highly refined illuminated halo. Available automatic high-beam 
headlamp control adjusts brightness based on ambient l ight and 
oncoming traffic.

BLIND-SPOT  
MONITORING WITH 
REAR CROSS-PATH 

DETECTION10

When driving forward, the available Blind-Spot Monitoring  
system continually monitors the vehicle’s side blind zones using 
dual radar sensors. When an object is detected, an indicator 
illuminates in the appropriate sideview mirror and, if the turn 
signal is activated, an audible notification sounds. In Reverse, 
Rear Cross-Path Detection automatically monitors for objects 
and vehicles in perpendicular relationships to the vehicle and is 
ideal when backing out of tight parking spaces or alleys.

FORWARD COLLISION 
WARNING WITH  

ACTIVE BRAKING10

Using radar and video sensors, this available system detects 
whether the vehicle is approaching another vehicle or large 
obstacle in its path too rapidly. When an object is detected, 
the system will provide audible and visual warnings and can 
assist the driver in avoiding the incident by actively applying 
the brakes. The driver has the ability to adjust the sensitivity 
and turn brake support on or off.

ADAPTIVE CRUISE  
CONTROL WITH  
STOP AND GO10

This available system uses radar and video sensors to automatically  
adjust your cruising speed based on preset speed and vehicle 
distance settings. In certain conditions, such as stop-and-go 
traffic, the system is able to bring the vehicle to a complete stop 
without any driver intervention, then prompt the driver to press 
the Resume button or tap the accelerator to re-engage to safe-
range speeds as traffic begins to move.

LANE DEPARTURE  
WARNING WITH  

LANE KEEP ASSIST10

A forward-mounted camera detects and measures the vehicle’s  
position within a lane. If the vehicle starts unintentionally drifting 
out of its lane without using the indicators, this available feature 
will warn you visually and through a haptic warning — a “shiver” in 
the steering wheel. If the driver does not respond to the warnings, 
Lane Keep Assist can help gently nudge the vehicle back into the 
lane by leveraging the Electric Power Steering system to apply 
corrective steering input.
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17-inch Tech 
Silver 5-spoke 
Aluminum 
Standard

TOURING-L

POWERTRAIN
• 3.6L PentastarTM Variable Valve Timing (VVT) V6 with 9-speed automatic
• Front-wheel drive (FWD)

INTERIOR AMENITIES
• 3.5-inch Electronic Vehicle Information Centre (EVIC)
• Active Noise Cancellation (ANC)
• Air conditioning with tri-zone automatic temperature control
• Dual power sliding doors and power liftgate
• Front and rear floor mats
• Interior door handle LED lamps
• Interior observation mirror
• Leather-wrapped steering wheel with mounted audio and cruise controls
• Liftgate flood lamp
• Media Centre:

— First-row USB charging port
—  Hands-free communication with Bluetooth® streaming audio7

—  Media hub with USB port and auxiliary audio input jack
—  SiriusXM satellite radio with one-year subscription6

—  Uconnect® 5.0 with 5-inch touchscreen and 6 speakers
• Overhead ambient surround lighting with LED courtesy lamps
• Power front and second-row windows with front one-touch up and down
• Power locks
• Rear seatback grocery bag hooks
• Rotary E-shift dial
• Seating:

—  Leather-faced with heated driver and front-passenger seats
—  Power 12-way driver’s seat including 4-way power lumbar adjust
—  Second-row Stow ’n Go® fold-in-floor seats with in-floor storage and Easy Tilt
— Stow ’n Go Assist driver’s seat
—  Third-row Stow ’n Go fold-in-floor 60/40 split-folding bench seat

• Storage: 
—  Floor tray and console with cup holders
— Front seatback map pockets
— Lower instrument-panel cubby bin

• Sun visors with illuminated vanity mirrors
• Sunscreen glass with second- and third-row window shades (late availability)
• Tilt and telescoping steering column
• Two 12-volt auxiliary power outlets
• Universal garage door opener12

EXTERIOR FEATURES
• Automatic quad-halogen headlamps
• Black Stow ’n Place® roof rack system
• Black upper and lower grilles with chrome fascia accents
• Body-colour, power, heated mirrors with manual foldaway
• Body-colour rear fascia, shark fin antenna and lower bodyside sill appliqué
• Bright bodyside moulding
• Bright door handle inserts
• Chrome daylight opening surround moulding
• Chrysler wing grille badge and rear deck lid Pacifica badge
• LED taillamps
• Premium fog lamps with chrome accent bezels

WHEELS AND TIRES
—  17-inch Tech Silver 10-spoke aluminum wheels 
—  235/65R17 BSW all-season tires

SAFETY & SECURITY
• 4-wheel antilock disc brakes with Rain Brake Support and Ready Alert Braking
• 8 air bags11 including advanced multistage driver and front-passenger, driver 

and front-passenger inflatable knee bolster, supplemental front seat-mounted 
side, and supplemental side-curtain air bags for all rows

• Child Seat Anchor System (LATCH-ready)
• Electric Park Brake with Safe Hold
• Electronic Stability Control (ESC)4 with Hill Start Assist
• Keyless Enter ’n GoTM with proximity entry and push-button start
• ParkView® Rear Back-Up Camera10

• Remote start
• Security alarm and Sentry Key® antitheft engine immobilizer
• Tire pressure monitoring display
• Tire Service Kit including puncture sealant and portable air compressor

CAPABILITY & FUNCTIONALITY
• 730-amp maintenance-free battery and 180-amp alternator
• Active grille shutters
• Capless fuel filler
• Electric power steering
• Engine block heater

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 
• 8-Passenger Seating
• 13-Speaker Alpine® Sound Group 
• Inflatable Spare Tire Kit 
• KeySense 
• SafetyTecTM Group
• Trailer Tow Group 
• Uconnect 8.4 NAV8 Multimedia Centre

TOURING-L PLUS

POWERTRAIN
• 3.6L PentastarTM Variable  

Valve Timing (VVT) V6 with 
9-speed automatic

• Front-wheel drive (FWD)

ENHANCEMENTS vs. 
TOURING-L
• 13 Alpine® speakers with  

506-watt amplifier
• 17-inch Tech Silver 5-spoke 

aluminum wheels
• Auto-dimming rearview mirror  

with microphone
• Blind-Spot Monitoring with Rear 

Cross-Path Detection10

• Chrome Stow ’n Place®  
roof rack system

• Deluxe Insulation Group with 
acoustic windshield

• Full-length floor console
• Heated steering wheel and heated 

second-row seats
• Leather-faced seating with 

perforated inserts
• Park-Sense® Rear Park Assist with 

Active Braking10

• Power 12-way front-passenger seat 
including 4-way lumbar adjust

• Premium instrument panel with 
7-inch full-colour customizable 
in-cluster display centre

• Rear ambient lighting
• Second- and third-row USB 

charging ports
• Second-row power windows with 

one-touch up and down
• Stow ’n Go® Assist front- 

passenger seat
• Uconnect® 8.4 multimedia centre 

with 8.4-inch touchscreen 
(NAV-ready13)

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 
• 8-Passenger Seating
• Advanced SafetyTecTM Group
• Hands-Free Sliding Door and 

Liftgate Group
• Inflatable Spare Tire Kit
• KeySense
• Tire & Wheel Group
• Trailer Tow Group
• Tri-Pane Panoramic Sunroof 
• Uconnect 8.4 NAV8  

Multimedia Centre
• Uconnect Theatre Group
• Uconnect Theatre & Sound Group

POWERTRAIN
• 3.6L Pentastar VVT V6 with 

9-speed automatic
• FWD

ENHANCEMENTS vs. 
TOURING-L PLUS
• 18-inch polished aluminum  

wheels with 235/60R18 BSW 
all-season tires

• Auto-adjust-in-Reverse  
exterior mirrors

• Auto-dimming exterior  
driver’s mirror

• Chrome-capped power-folding 
exterior mirrors with supplemental 
turn signals and courtesy lamps

• Driver’s memory system for 
exterior mirrors, seat and  
radio presets

• Footwell courtesy lamps and 
illuminated map pockets

• Front door searchlights
• Hands-free dual power sliding doors 

and power liftgate 
• High-Intensity Discharge  

(HID) headlamps
• LED Daytime Running Lamps and 

LED fog lamps
• Power-folding third-row seat
• Premium Nappa leather-faced 

seating with perforated inserts and 
two-mode front ventilation

• Rear deck lid Limited badge
• Soft-touch instrument panel with 

premium bezel
• Stow ’n Vac integrated vacuum 

powered by RIDGID®
• Super Console with illuminated  

front cup holders
• Touring suspension
• Tri-Pane Panoramic Sunroof
• Two-tone luxury steering wheel 

with chrome accent ring
• Uconnect 8.4 NAV multimedia 

centre with premium navigation8

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT 
• 8-Passenger Seating & 20-Inch 

Wheel Group (deletes Tri-Pane 
Panoramic Sunroof) 

• Advanced SafetyTec Group
• Inflatable Spare Tire Kit  

(deletes Stow ’n Vac  
integrated vacuum)

• KeySense
• Tire & Wheel Group
• Trailer Tow Group 
• Uconnect Theatre Group
• Uconnect Theatre & Sound Group

LIMITED

17-inch Tech 
Silver 10-spoke 
Aluminum
Standard

18-inch  
Satin Silver 
Aluminum 
Optional  
with Tire & 
Wheel Group

18-inch 
Polished 
Aluminum
Standard

20-inch Polished 
Aluminum with 
Tech Grey 
Pockets 
Optional  
with Tire &  
Wheel Group
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SPECIFICATIONS*SELECT PACKAGE DETAILS

Gas Engine Models

Engine Transmission Horsepower Torque  
(lb-ft)

Fuel Economy — L/100 km (mpg)
City Highway Combined

3.6L  
PentastarTM  

VVT V6
9-speed  

automatic 287 262 12.9 (22) 8.4 (34) 10.9 (26)

Based on EnerGuide fuel consumption ratings. Government of Canada test methods used. Your actual 
fuel consumption will vary based on driving habits and other factors. For EnerGuide information, please 
ask your retailer or visit the Government of Canada website: www.vehicles.nrcan.gc.ca

POWER AND FUEL ECONOMY

*All dimensions in mm (inches) unless otherwise noted. Maximum ratings based on properly equipped gas engine (non-hybrid) vehicles.

UCONNECT MULTIMEDIA CENTRES

8-PASSENGER SEATING & 20-INCH WHEEL GROUP
• 8-passenger seating with removable second-row centre seat
• 20-inch polished aluminum wheels with Tech Grey pockets
• 245/50R20 BSW all-season tires
Note: deletes Tri-Pane Panoramic Sunroof

13-SPEAKER ALPINE® SOUND GROUP
• 13 Alpine speakers
• 506-watt amplifier
• Third-row USB charging port
• Uconnect® 8.4 multimedia centre with 8.4-inch touchscreen 

(NAV-ready13)

INFLATABLE SPARE TIRE KIT 
• 17-inch inflatable spare tire
• Air compressor
• Puncture sealant
Note: Deletes Stow ’n Vac integrated vacuum on Limited

SAFETYTECTM GROUP
• Blind-Spot Monitoring with Rear Cross-Path Detection10 
• Park-Sense® Rear Park Assist with Active Braking10

ADVANCED SAFETYTEC GROUP
• 360° Surround-View Camera10

• Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop and Go10

• Advanced Brake Assist 
• Auto High-Beam Headlamp Control
• Forward Collision Warning with Active Braking10 
• Lane Departure Warning with Lane Keep Assist10 
• Parallel and Perpendicular Park Assist10 
• Park-Sense Front and Rear Park Assist10 
• Rain-sensing windshield wipers

TRAILER TOW GROUP
• 4- and 7-pin trailer tow wiring harness
• 220-amp alternator
• Class II hitch with 2-inch receiver
• Heavy-duty radiator
• Trailer Sway Control (TSC)4

TIRE & WHEEL GROUP
• 18-inch Satin Silver aluminum wheels with  

235/60R18 BSW all-season tires (Touring-L Plus)
• 20-inch polished aluminum wheels with Tech Grey pockets 

and 245/50R20 BSW all-season tires (Limited)
• Touring suspension (Touring-L Plus)
UCONNECT THEATRE GROUP
• 115-volt auxiliary power outlet
• 220-amp alternator 
• Blu-ray®/DVD player with video USB port
• Dual 10-inch front seatback-mounted touchscreens
• HDMI and USB charging ports
• Super Console (Touring-L Plus)
• Two Bluetooth® touchpad remote controls
• Two wireless headphones

UCONNECT THEATRE & SOUND GROUP
Includes Uconnect Theatre Group content plus: 
• 20 Harman Kardon® amplified speakers with 760-watt amplifier 

GVWR
kg (lb) 2,724 (6,005)
Towing (when properly equipped)
kg (lb) 1,633 (3,600)
Exterior
Wheelbase 3,089 (121.6)
Front Track 1,735 (68.3)
Rear Track 1,736 (68.3)
Overall Width (including mirrors) 2,297 (90.4)
Overall Length 5,172 (203.6)
Overall Height 1,777 (69.9)
Ground Clearance (minimum running) 131 (5.1)
Interior Front Second Third
Headroom 1,020 (40.1) 1,006 (39.6) 984 (38.7)
Headroom w/Sunroof 975 (38.4) 975 (38.4) 984 (38.7)
Legroom 1,045 (41.1) 992 (39.0) 929 (36.5)
Hip Room 1,500 (59.0) 1,647 (64.8) 1,262 (49.6)
Shoulder Room 1,622 (63.8) 1,602 (63.0) 1,555 (61.2)
Volumes & Capacities
Cargo, Behind Front, L (cu ft) 3,979 (140.5)
Cargo, Behind Second, L (cu ft) 2,478 (87.5)
Cargo, Behind Third, L (cu ft) 915 (32.3)
Seating Capacity 7/8
Fuel Tank Capacity, L (imp gal) 71.9 (15.8)

UCONNECT 5.0
• 5-inch full-colour high-resolution  

touchscreen display
• AM/FM radio
• Hands-free communication with Bluetooth  

streaming audio7

• HVAC control integration 
• Media hub including USB port and auxiliary 

audio input jack
• Preset text reply and incoming voice text  

message reader9

• SiriusXM satellite radio6 with one-year 
subscription including Tune Start, replay  
and alert settings for favourite songs,  
artists and sports teams

UCONNECT 8.4
Uconnect 5.0 features plus:
• 8.4-inch full-colour high-resolution  

touchscreen display
• Do Not Disturb feature to route incoming calls  

to voice mail and suppress texts or send  
automated replies

• Drag and Drop Menu Bar
• NAV-ready13

• Siri® Eyes Free for iPhone® 4s and later

UCONNECT 8.4 NAV
Uconnect 8.4 features plus:
• Premium navigation with one-step voice destination 

entry and 3D landmarks, city models and terrains8

EXCLUSIVE HYBRID† DETAILS
• Seven-passenger seating with second-row easy entry sliding/

removable Captain’s Chairs
• Unique front upper and lower grille mesh, available wheel 

design and exterior badging
• Uconnect Hybrid Electric Pages showing power flow, hybrid/

electric driving history and charging schedules
• Hybrid-exclusive instrument cluster with power meter gauge 

and unique screens, graphics, and pages on the 7-inch 
full-colour customizable display

• Specially adapted 3.6L Pentastar VVT V6 engine featuring 
an Atkinson cycle combustion system

• Single Input-Electrically Variable Transmission (SI-EVT) 
with two electric drive motors

• 16-kWh lithium-ion battery, 6.6-kW onboard charger and 
regenerative braking capability

• Front driver’s side quarter-panel charging port
• Dashboard-mounted five-point battery charge  

level indicator

Velvet Red  
Pearl

Dark Cordovan Bright White Molten Silver† Tusk White†  

Billet Metallic Silver Teal†  
(Hybrid only)

Jazz Blue  
Pearl

Brilliant Black 
Crystal Pearl

Granite Crystal 
Metallic

*Not all colours available on all models. †Late availability.

Alloy Leather-faced with Alloy Stitching

Alloy Leather-faced with Perforated Inserts  
and Alloy Stitching

Black Leather-faced with Sepia Accent StitchingAlloy/Toffee Two-Tone Leather-faced with 
Toffee Accent Stitching

Black Leather-faced with Perforated Inserts  
and Sepia Accent Stitching

Alloy Nappa Leather-faced with Perforated 
Inserts and Cranberry Wine Accent Piping  
and Stitching

Black Nappa Leather-faced with Perforated 
Inserts and Diesel Grey Accent Piping and 
Stitching (late availability)

Alloy/Toffee Two-Tone Leather-faced with 
Perforated Inserts and Toffee Accent Stitching

Deep Mocha Nappa Leather-faced with 
Perforated Inserts and Diesel Grey Accent 
Piping and Stitching

TOURING-L

TOURING-L PLUS

LIMITED

INTERIOR COLOURS

EXTERIOR COLOURS*

†Late availability.
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WARR ANTIES: 2017 Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge and Ram vehicles are backed by a 5-year or 100,000-kilometre fully transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty* with 
$0 deductible plus 24-hour roadside assistance.† SRT vehicles are backed by a 3-year or 60,000-kilometre fully transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty* with  
$0 deductible plus 24-hour roadside assistance. Basic Warranty coverage is for 3 years or 60,000 kilometres.* Rust-through coverage on al l body sheet metal is for  
3 years. The Cummins Turbo Diesel engine is protected by a separate Limited Warranty covering the engine for 5 years or 160,000 kilometres.* The EcoDiesel engine 
is backed by a 5-year or 100,000-kilometre fully transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty* with $0 deductible plus 24-hour roadside assistance.† 

*Whichever comes f irst. Some conditions may apply. †The 5-Year/100,000-Kilometre Powertrain Limited Warranty does not apply to vehicles sold for certain 
commercial uses. See your retai ler for ful l details .

AUTHENTIC CHRYSLER ACCESSORIES BY MOPAR are designed specif ically for your Chrysler vehicle for exceptional f it, f inish and performance. Visit your retai ler 
or mopar.ca

MOPAR VEHICLE PROTECTION: FCA Canada Inc. has a vested interest in your satisfaction and owner experience with your new vehicle. Mopar Vehicle Protection 
offers extended service and maintenance plans to help ensure you’ l l enjoy your vehicle for many years down the road — for just pennies a day. For more information on 
comprehensive vehicle coverage, see your local Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge and Ram retailer or call 1-800-465-2001. 

ABOUT THIS CATALOGUE: Since the time of printing, some of the information you’ l l f ind in this catalogue may have been updated. Ask your retai ler for details . 
Some of the equipment shown or described throughout this catalogue is available at extra cost. Specif ications, descriptions, i l lustrative materials and all competitive 
comparisons contained herein are as accurate as known at the time this publication was approved for printing. FCA Canada Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any 
time without notice and without incurring obligation. For the price of the model with the equipment you desire, or verif ication of specif ications contained herein, see your 
Chrysler, Jeep, Dodge and Ram retailer. ©2016 FCA Canada Inc. All Rights Reserved. Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep, Ram, Mopar, SRT, Pacif ica, the Chrysler wing design, 
Stow ’n Go, Stow ’n Place, Stow ’n Vac, Mopar Vehicle Protection, Park-Sense, ParkView, Uconnect and Sentry Key are registered trademarks, and KeySense, Pentastar, 
SafetyTec and Keyless Enter ’n Go are trademarks of FCA US LLC. Alpine and the Alpine logo are registered trademarks of Alpine Electronics,  Inc. Bluetooth is a 
registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc. Blu-ray is a registered trademark of the  
Blu-ray Disc Association. Harman Kardon is a registered trademark of Harman International Industries, Incorporated. Cummins is a registered trademark of Cummins, Inc. 
Siri and iPhone are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. Facebook and logo are registered trademarks of Facebook, Inc. RIDGID is a registered trademark of RIDGID, Inc. 
The Twit ter name, logo, Twit ter T, Tweet and Twit ter bird are service marks of Twit ter, Inc. YouTube and logo are registered trademarks of Google  Inc. All other 
trademarks, images and logos are the property of their respective owners and are displayed in this publication with permission. All r ights reserved. 

DISCL AIMERS: (1)  Based on the latest available competitive information for minivans in the WardsAuto Small Van segment (Honda Odyssey, Toyota Sienna,  
Kia Sedona). Excludes other vehicles designed and manufactured by FCA US LLC. (2)  Estimated f igures based on latest available manufacturer testing data of  
pre-production models and Government of Canada approved test methods. L e/100 km is an equivalent measure of gasoline fuel consumption for electric energy 
consumed by Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV) operating in electric mode during city driving. Miles per gallon equivalent (MPGe) estimated ratings based on 
imperial gallon. Actual results may vary. Use for comparison purposes only. (3) Based on FCA testing of minivans in the WardsAuto Small Van segment. (4) No system 
can repeal the laws of physics or overcome careless driving actions. Performance is l imited by available traction, which snow, ice and other conditions can affect.  
When the warning lamp f lashes, the driver needs to use less throttle and adapt speed and driving behaviour to prevail ing road conditions. (5) Detects most obstacles. 
Always use care. (6) Requires SiriusXM radio subscriptions governed by SIRIUS terms and conditions available at sir iusxm.ca. (7) Driving while distracted can result in 
loss of vehicle control. Only use mobile phones and other devices, even with voice commands, when it is safe to do so. Voice commands of phone require a Bluetooth-
compatible phone. (8)  Never program while driving. GPS mapping and available 3D navigation may not be detailed or available in al l areas or ref lect current road 
regulations. (9)  Preset voice-to-text messaging and incoming text message reading require a MAP-enabled phone. (10)  This is a driver convenience system, not a 
substitute for active driver involvement. The driver must remain aware of his/her surroundings and be prepared to take corrective action to avoid coll is ions.  
(11)  The advanced front air bags in this vehicle are certif ied to the federal regulations for advanced air bags. Children 12 years old and younger should always ride 
buckled up in a rear seat. Infants in rear-facing child restraints should never ride in the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger front air bag. All occupants should always 
wear their lap and shoulder belts properly. (12) Not compatible with al l garage door openers. (13) Additional fees wil l apply for dealer-activated navigation.

Chrysler is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC.
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Like us on:  
facebook.com/
chryslercanada 

Follow us on:  
twitter.com/

chryslercanada

Sign up for 
updates at:
chrysler.ca

Watch us on:
youtube.com/
chryslercanada 


